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‘To all

it may concern.
gaging the members or strips~7 and which
_ Be it known that I, WALTER W.‘ MASSIE, a form the terminals, as shown. The~ free ter
cltlzen of the United States, residing at minals of the springs or clips bear against the
Provldence, in the county of Providence and outer faces of the carbon terminals 4 to se

State of Rhode Island,ihave invented new; cure the result desired. This arrangement
and useful Improvements in Oscillaphones; gives the apparatus a more compact and bet

of which the following is a speci?cation.
1 ter appearance, minimizes the area required
This lnvention relates ‘to oscillaphones or, in mounting, produces a more reliable con
as they are sometimes known, ‘ ‘wavex-respone tact, and permits greater range of adjust
sive devices.”
ment of block in changing. its position under
The invention possesses all the advantages the conducting element or needle when using
of the oscillaphone set *forth in Letters Pat—_ the latter against the stops.
65
ent No. 769,005, granted to me August 30,
Located in a plane below the upper surface
1904, and to which reference may be had, and of ‘the insulating element of the device,
1.5 a certain additional advantage, such as the _ whether it be the block 3 or its ‘equivalent, is

maintenance of a conducting or brid ing ele

magnetized means, which magnetized means

ment in proper contact with termina s. The may consist of and preferably is a permanent

said advantage, together with others that magnet, for I ?nd that I can securethe ad

the invention possesses, will be set forth at vantages of the invention with a magnet- of

length in the followin description of that such type, although it is believed it will be
form of embodiment o the invention which understood from what has been stated that I
I have selected for illustration in the accom

\ panying drawings,' forming apart of this
speci?cation.
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do not wish to limit myself in this respect.v 75
A permanent magnet, however, serves as a -

simple and satisfactory medium for holding

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a top plan view the bridging element down in solid contact
of an oscillaphone involving my > invention,

that part of the magnet which is inclosed by .

with the upper edges of the terminals.
The ma net shown is denoted 8, and it is of 80

the non-conducting element being shown in the horses 0e form, its legs or branches being '

dotted lines. ' Fig. 2 is a front'elevation, and seated in bores in parallelism, or substantially
Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional elevation, of the so, in the block 3. The legs or branches of
same.
the magnet are introduced into the bores
Like characters refer to like parts through-_ from one end thereof——for example, the front 85
out the several ?gures. ‘
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end———with a portion or the head end orbow of

Anoscillaphone embodying the invention the ma net projecting from the block, so that
includes a base, as 2, and an insulating-block, the said projecting end can be easily reached
as 3, upon'said base, the two parts bein rig

to adjust the magnet to vary'the force acting

idly fastened in any desirable way.

Li e in on the conductin element or needle. The 90
the Letters Patent mentioned hereinbefore, free ends of the egs of the magnet 8 are

the base may be of wood and the insulating
block of vulcanized rubber.

shown as abutting against pins, as 9, which

The block is may be driven down 1nto the block 3 at right

rabbeted along its opposite sides to receive angles to the lon itudinal axis thereof and
terminals, as 4, which may be of carbon, the ‘ across the bores t rough which said legs ex
tops of which are beveled to produce knife

tend. > The upper portions of the pins, which

as

edges to be bridged by a conducting ele? constitute convenient stop means in the pres
45 ment, as 5, freely supported by the terminals ent case for the conducting bridging element
or carbon pieces 4.

pieces

To hold the carbon 5, extend above'the upper surface of the in
their seats at opposite'sides of the sulatin .element‘and above the upper knife

insulatlng-block, I show vertically-disposed

edges 0 the two terminals or carbon elements
s'prm s or terminal clips 6, soldered or other 4. The pinsi9 serve as stops for the bridging
wise astened rigidly to conducting members element and also for the, magnet. - As the

or strips 7, secured to the insulating-block 3. magnet is located below the upper surface of
The complete apparatus is ?rmly held on the the insulating-block, its ull is .in a perpen-v
. base 2 by screws or analogous devices 7“, en“ dicular' and downward _ irection, so that‘ I
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can maintain the conducting element in de
sirable contact with the terminals.

magnet abuts against the stops,-the conduct

ing element or needle will be held against the
said stops.

lating element being bored to receive the legs

As the of the permanent magnet, and said legs bear

ing against said ins.

3. In an o'sci aphone, the combination '

'

with a base-support, an insulating element, 25
Having thus described the invention,what and terminals engaging the element and hav
I claim is
ing a conducting element thereon, of con
1. The combination of an insulating ole

ducting members secured to the element, and ‘

ment, stop means upon the upper side of the fastenings applied to the base ‘and engaging

IO

insulating element, terminals between which the said terminals and constituting the sole

. the stop means is l0cat’ed,,a bridging element ccnnectin means for the apparatus with re
to rest on the terminals, and a permanent spect to t e base-support. '
7 magnet, the insulating element being bored
~In'testimony whereof I have hereunto set
to receive the magnet.
my hand in presence of two subscribing‘ wit
IS 2. The combination of an insulatin ele
nesses.

ment, stop-pins extended into the insu atin

element and above the u per surface thereo ,

terminals between whic the stop-pins are
located, a bridging element to rest on the ter
20

minals, and a permanent magnet, the insu
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